Located in the heart of the automotive industry, the PlanetM Landing Zone provides a physical entry point for global mobility startups interested in doing business in Michigan and gaining access to the vast network of automotive companies, testing infrastructures, talent and R&D centers.

The Landing Zone is designed to provide:

**Mobility Hub**
Subsidized and flexible co-working space that facilitates day-to-day encounters with like-minded mobility startups, industry, and other decision makers

**Events**
Access to curated events, tours, delegations, and other exclusive opportunities to connect startups to established automotive industry, investors and other decision makers

**Industry Connections**
Strategic introductions to global automotive firms based in Michigan

**Professional Services**
Access to a network of expert partners that can assist with a wide range of issues including legal, capital, talent and marketing

**Network**
Strategy and support tapping into the statewide economic development network to support company growth

**Marketing Campaign**
Exposure being a part of the global PlanetM marketing campaign

Founding Partners:
MICHIGAN.
WHERE BIG IDEAS IN MOBILITY ARE BORN

Are you a mobility startup or global automotive company with autonomous, connected, electric or shared transportation technologies? Apply to be a part of the PlanetM Landing Zone to connect to the Michigan mobility ecosystem.

Corporate partners

Airspace Experience Technologies  Mighty AI
Applied Intuition              Mobiliti
Arbe Robotics                Parkofon
Automobili-D                 Phoenix Contact
Carmera                      Powerlink Systems
Connect Space                Qumulo
Deepen AI                    Seet
Derq                         Spatial AI
Drivesmart                   Spectalite LLC
Immense Simulations          Split
INTVO                        Trillium
Karamba Security             Voxel51
Lightning Media              WekalO
Mapbox                      Zenuity

Apply now at: planetmlandingzone.com
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